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Abstract 

Design-by-Morphing (DbM) is a novel design methodology that creates a sear c h space for topology optimization. Traditional design 

techniques often impose geometric constraints and, sometimes, the designer’s biases on the design space , whic h restricts the novelty 
of the designs and allows for only small local changes. On the contr ary, w e show in this paper that DbM does not impose such 

restrictions on the design space, thus allowing for a radical and expansi v e sear c h space with only a few design parameters. We 
compare DbM with other methods in the case of design space generation for 2D airfoils and find that DbM can reconstruct the entire 
UIUC database with > 99.5% accur acy. Furthermore , using a bi-objective genetic algorithm, we optimize the airfoil designs created 

by DbM to maximize both the lift-ov er-dra g ratio, CLD max , and stall angle tolerance, �α, which results in a Pareto-front of innovative 
airfoils that exhibit substantial impr ov ements in both objecti v es. 

Ke yw ords: design-by-morphing (DbM), topology optimization, airfoil 
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1. Introduction 

Airfoil shape optimization is a critical stage in the design of aero- 
dynamic components, such as aircraft wings (Drela 1998 ; Besnard 

et al ., 1998 ; Vicini & Qua gliar ella 1999 ; Elham & v an Toor en 2014 )
and wind-turbine blades (Li et al ., 2010 ; Ju & Zhang 2012 ; Ribeiro 
et al ., 2012 ; Grasso 2012 ; Chehouri et al ., 2015 ; Ali & Kim 2021 ). The
airfoil optimization process typically involves three main com- 
ponents: sha pe par ametrization, airfoil e v aluation, and optimiza- 
tion. Among these, the parametrization method defines both the 
design space and the complexity of the optimization problem. To 
ensur e effectiv eness, a desir able par ametrization tec hnique m ust 
be able to encompass a wide design space using a modest amount 
of design parameters (Sobester & Barrett 2008 ; Sripawadkul et al .,
2010 ; Masters et al ., 2015 ; Chen et al ., 2017 ). This is particularly im- 
portant during the initial design phase, where minimum geomet- 
ric constraints are imposed, and the flexibility to make significant 
changes during optimization is beneficial. 

Sha pe par ametrization methods differ in their fidelity and con- 
tr ol r anges (Masters et al ., 2015 ; Sobester & Barr ett 2008 ) and can 

be placed on a virtual spectrum according to the geometric scope 
of each design parameter. At one end of the spectrum, adjusting 
a single parameter alters a local section of the airfoil, which offers 
pr ecise sha pe contr ol but modifies the sha pe slowl y. At the oppo- 
site end, each design parameter affects the global contour of the 
airfoil (Sobester & Barrett 2008 ). 

At the local end of the spectrum is the discrete method (Jameson 

1988 ), where the design parameters are exactly the discrete points 
that define the airfoil surface. Since the position of each point 
can be adjusted, the design space is potentially limitless (Samareh 

2001 ) and precise local control with high fidelity can be ac hie v ed.
Ho w e v er, a substantial number of surface points are needed to 
s
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ccur atel y describe an airfoil sha pe, whic h complicates the opti-
ization pr oblem. Gr adient-based optimizers ar e fr equentl y em-

lo y ed to mitigate the increased complexity, but they are likely to
et stuck at a sub-optimal solution during the optimization. 

As the geometric scope of each parameter is expanded, there
merge the classical approaches that are based on the curve-
ttings of regional features or control points. For example, the
opular parametric section (PARSEC) method (Sobieczky 1999 ) 
ses 11 or 12 parameters to represent major sectional features of
n airfoil, including leading edge radii and upper and lo w er crest
ocations, and constructs the airfoil surface using a sixth-order 
olynomial. Another popular method is the Bézier parametriza- 
ion (Farin 1993 ), which constructs the upper and the lo w er sur-
aces of the airfoil through the Bézier curves defined by pre-
 hosen contr ol points. Additionall y, a hybrid of the two tech-
iques, Bézier -P ARSEC par ametrization, was intr oduced by Rogal-
ky & Derksen ( 2009 ), which uses the parameters of the PARSEC
ethod to define the Bézier curves that form the shape contours.
ne main issue with the above methods is their inability or in-
fficiency to include high-fidelity features; the PARSEC and the 
ézier -P ARSEC methods both have a fixed number of parameters
nd a limited range of fidelity, while the Bézier parametrization
 equir es higher-degr ee Bézier curv es to describe complex sha pes
hic h ar e inefficient to calculate (Samar eh 2001 ). 
To consider finer details of airfoils or, equiv alentl y, to r epr esent

or e complex curv es , either B-splines (Sana ye & Hassanzadeh
014 ; Han & Zingg 2014 ) or non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS;
c hr amm et al ., 1995 ) can be used, whic h cr eates curv es by con-
ecting lo w-or der Bézier segments defined b y control points. As
he number of control points increases, these methods move to
he local end of the spectrum and become capable of r epr e-
enting high-fidelity features, but the computing complexity also 
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ncreases . One wa y to r educe the number of design par ameters
s to group the control points together so that global transforma-
ions such as twisting and thickening can be used as the param-
ters . T his is known as the free-form deformation (FFD) method
Sederberg & Parry 1986 ; Lamousin & Waggenspack 1994 ) and is
loser to the global end of the spectrum. A similar method, called
he radial basis function (RBF) domain element a ppr oac h (Buh-

ann 2003 ; Wendland 2005 ; Tang et al ., 2020 ), also exists and
akes use of RBF to exert deformation on the airfoil. 
Near the global end of the spectrum, we see methods using

pectral construction of basis functions to form or deform airfoil
hapes. One popular choice of the basis functions is the domi-
ant modes from singular value decomposition (SVD) of an airfoil
ataset (Toal et al ., 2010 ; Ghoman et al ., 2012 ; Yonekura & Watan-
be 2014 ; Kedw ar d et al ., 2020 ; Poole et al ., 2019 ). Other choices in-
lude sinusoidal functions of the Hicks-Henne approach (Hicks &
enne 1978 ), which create ‘bumps’ on a r efer ence airfoil surface,
nd surface functions of the class/shape function transformation
ethod (Kulfan & Bussoletti, 2006 ; Akram & Kim, 2021 ), which

re in the form of the product of a class function and a shape
unction generated by a linear combination of Bernstein polyno-

ials . Nonetheless , like many other methods on the spectrum,
hese methods also suffer from the so-called curse of dimension-
lity that more basis functions or modes are always required to
esemble high-fidelity features. 

Efforts have been made to overcome the curse of dimensional-
ty (Viswanath et al ., 2011 , 2014 ; Cinquegrana & Iuliano, 2018 ).
 recent work by Chen et al ., ( 2020 ) applied a gener ativ e adv er-
arial network (GAN) to learn the major shape variations of an
irfoil database and use those to parameterize the shapes while
lso preserving the high-fidelity features via an additional noise
pace. Ho w e v er, like man y other dimension reduction methods,
his study assumes that the optimum design is not far from the
atabase, which is not always true. To address this limitation,
hey proposed another GAN-based method that encourages diver-
ity during sample generation (Chen & Ahmed, 2020 ), but a large
ataset is still r equir ed to initialize the training. In contrast, our
a per is motiv ated by the optimization problem during the early
esign stage when few initial designs are a vailable . T herefore , we
r e inter ested in a par ametrization method that is ca pable of r ep-
esenting high-fidelity features even when the design parameters
nd initial airfoil designs are limited. 

In this paper, we apply the Design-by-Morphing (DbM)
ar ametrization tec hnique to the airfoil optimization problem.
bM is a novel and universal design strategy that was first intro-
uced by Oh et al ., ( 2018 ) and has been used in recent years for ge-
metry optimization of different problems (Oh et al ., 2018 ; Sheikh
 Marcus 2019 ; Sheikh et al ., 2022 , 2021 ). As a global method,

t ‘morphs’ homeomorphic baseline shapes together to create
e w sha pes and is able to inter polate and extr a polate the de-
ign space, allowing for both high-fidelity r epr esentation of shapes
ithout the curse of dimensionality and radical modifications to

he shapes without any implicit geometric constraints (Oh et al .,
018 ; Sheikh et al ., 2022 ). This strategy is applicable to a variety of
D and 3D design problems, and we aim to conduct a special case
tudy of DbM for the 2D airfoil shape optimization here . T hrough-
ut this paper, we aim to make the following scientific contribu-
ions: 

� Application of DbM to 2D airfoil shape optimization, show-
ing its accurate reconstruction of the existing airfoil database
and radical changes in airfoil shapes while being free from ge-
ometric constraints and designers’ biases by extrapolation of
the design space by a ppl ying negativ e weights. 

� Evaluation of airfoil design capacity of the DbM strategy and
comparison with other typical 2D airfoil design strategies. 

� Sensitivity analysis for the number of baseline shapes con-
v er gence anal ysis compar ed to conv entional airfoil design
strategies is shown, and the significance of extrapolation for
DbM is also shown. 

� Optimization within the 2D airfoil search space generated by
DbM using a genetic algorithm (GA) and investigation of the
optim um P ar eto-fr ont. 

. Design-by-Morphing 

esign-b y-Morphing (DbM) w orks b y mor phing homeomor phic,
.e., topologicall y equiv alent, sha pes to create a continuous and
onstr aint-fr ee design search space. It comes with several advan-
ages. To begin with, DbM is valid for shapes of any dimension and
a pable of cr eating exotic sha pes because r adicall y differ ent base-
ine shapes can be morphed together. Furthermore, DbM does not
mpose any geometric constraints on the design parameters. And
he only implicit constraints are the selections of the ‘baseline
ha pes’ themselv es, whic h ar e necessary to pr escribe the pr oblem
o be solv ed. Lastl y, it is able to create an extensive design search
pace, e v en when the number of pre-existing designs is small, e.g.,
Sheikh et al ., 2022 ), by both the means of ‘extr a polation,’ that is
o assign negative weights during morphing, and the inclusion of
rregular or uncommon shapes . T he details of DbM for airfoil op-
imization are presented in the subsequent subsections. 

.1 Baseline shapes and morphing 

he DbM technique requires two or more homeomorphic ‘base-
ine sha pes,’ mostl y c hosen fr om pr e-existing designs in the liter-
tur e, to cr eate the design space. A one-to-one corr espondence
etween the baseline shapes must first be established through
ome systematic shape collocation methods in either the func-
ional (Oh et al ., 2018 ) or the geometric space (Sheikh & Marcus,
019 ; Sheikh et al ., 2022 ). Then the ne w sha pes can be generated by
 ppl ying weights to the collocation vectors of the baseline shapes
nd summing them together in a linear manner. 

For 2D airfoils, the closed shapes can be collocated in the Eu-
lidean coordinate system. It is noted here that all 2D shapes
ounded by a single surface ar e homeomor phic to one another.
sing the leading edge of each airfoil as origin, each shape can be
ollocated by taking fixed and uniformly spaced points along the
 -axis, creating a one-to-one correspondence between the shapes.
his collocation strategy is demonstrated in Fig. 1 , and the base-

ine shapes used in this paper are chosen from various airfoils in
he liter atur e, whic h ar e detailed later. Mor phing is performed by
 ultipl ying a specific airfoil shape with a scalar weight, summing

he weighted vectors, and then normalizing them. For a collection
f N baseline sha pes, mor phing is given by 

P ( x ) = 

1 ∑ N 
m =1 w m 

N ∑ 

n =1 

w n S n ( x ) . (1)

Here, S n ( x ) is the y -coordinate collocation vector of the n th base-
ine shape, collocated at x = [ x 0 , · · · , x F ] where the i th x -coordinate
 i = | 1 − 2 i / F | and F is the number of collocation points . T he first
alf of the elements of S n r epr esents the top surface of the airfoil,
nd the second half of the elements of S n r epr esents the bottom.
 n ∈ [ − 1, 1] is the morphing weight applied to the y -coordinate
ector of the n th baseline shape, and negative w n values imply
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Figure 1: An example of DbM. The coordinates of the baseline shapes 
are weighted, summed, and normalized to form the coordinates of a 
mor phed sha pe. 
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extr a polation. A visual demonstr ation of the strategy is presented 

in Fig. 2 . 

2.2 Intersection control 
For smooth baseline sha pes, a ppl ying positiv e weights , i.e ., inter- 
polation, will always create smooth shapes. Ho w ever, applying 
negative weights , i.e ., extrapolation, may produce non-physical 
geometries , such as self-intersections , which ha ve ‘zero-area’ re- 
gions, as shown in Fig. 3 a. One may discard the morphed airfoil 
shapes with self-intersections during the optimization, but that 
diminishes the size of our design space. Instead, we r ecov er ne w 

shapes by removing the intersections. 
Intersection r emov al is accomplished by first locating the in- 

tersection within the morphed coordinate vector and restructur- 
ing the vector by ‘flipping’ it between the intersection points, as 
shown in Fig. 3 c. The vector is then ‘stiffened’ to r emov e the ‘zer o- 
area’ between the intersections by removing the points in their 
neighborhoods and linearly interpolating between the broken co- 
ordinate vectors. As seen in Fig. 3 d, this removes the ‘zero-area’ 
space and adds some physical area to the shape at the original 
intersection point. This process is repeated until all intersections 
ar e r emov ed, e.g., both intersections in Fig. 3 ar e successfull y r e- 
mov ed, and finall y, a mo ving-a v er a ge smoothing filter is a pplied 

to smooth out any sharp edges. 

2.3 Selection of baseline shapes 

The selection of baseline shapes is a crucial component of the 
DbM str ategy and ultimatel y determines the size and novelty of 
our search space. Metaphorically, the selection of the baseline air- 
oil shapes serves as the gene pool for the morphed airfoils and
ts diversity is important for creating a large design space. 

One way of selecting the baseline shapes is by performing SVD
r principle component analysis (PCA) on a set of shapes and then
sing the dominant modes as the baseline shapes. Methods such
s parametric model embedding Serani & Diez ( 2023 ) can help re-
uce the dimensionality of the problem as well. Although these
ethods would help in quantitativ el y c hoosing baselines, these
ethods, ho w e v er, r equir e an existing dataset that might not be

v ailable in man y sha pe optimization pr oblems (Oh et al ., 2018 ;
heikh et al ., 2017 , 2022 ). Ther efor e, while tec hniques like SVD
nd PCA can be easily applied to airfoil shape optimization prob-
ems and provide arguably better baselines, we choose the base-
ine sha pes qualitativ el y instead to demonstr ate the univ ersality
f DbM e v en for engineering pr oblems with fe w existing designs.
n other w or ds, for resear ch purposes, w e assume that the airfoil
atabase is not a priori knowledge at the selection stage, except
or those chosen as baselines. 

An additional benefit of dir ectl y mor phing existing designs is
hat, from a human designer’s perspective, it can be more in-
uitiv el y informativ e than handling PC A modes . For example ,
ertical-axis wind turbines are broadly categorized into drag, lift,
nd hybrid categories, so the weights associated with each type
r e mor e informativ e to a human designer than the weights of
he dominant modes. On the other hand, choosing actual shapes
s the baseline shapes has the adv anta ge that non-conforming
esigns can be easily added, as is the case for baseline #19 ( mir-
ored Selig airfoil). Conventional techniques may hav e m uc h mor e
ifficulty adding radical features into the design space, and the
ignificance of such radical baseline shapes is demonstrated in 

he Results section. 
We selected 25 shapes (see Fig. 4 ) from the UIUC airfoil coor-

inates database (Selig, 2022 ) as our baseline shapes . T hey were
ic ked to ensur e div ersity and to intr oduce r adical featur es into
he design space. Our selection of baseline shapes included air-
oils that are either known for high lift-to-drag ratio or good stall
erformance, whic h ar e commonl y used in the liter atur e and the

ndustry. We also included airfoils with poor aerodynamic perfor- 
ances, as well as airfoils with irregular shapes , to pro vide no v-

lty to the design space. It is worth noting that, unlike in the con-
entional airfoil optimization processes (Koroglu & Ozkol, 2019 ),
e deliber atel y included the bad performers so that our opti-
ization could suppress these features by assigning them neg- 

tiv e weights, whic h will be demonstr ated in gr eater detail in our
ater results . T he model names and c har acteristics of the baseline
hapes can be found in Appendix B. To express shapes as colloca-
ion v ectors, eac h airfoil sha pe is r epr esented b y 4001 coor dinates
hat span counterclockwise from the upper surface trailing edge 
round the leading edge to the lo w er surface trailing edge, with
qually distributed x -coordinates parallel to the airfoil chord line
f unit length (i.e., F = 4000 in Fig. 1 ). 

.4 Airfoil design capacity test 
s a benchmark, we reconstruct the entire UIUC airfoil database 

Selig, 2022 ) using DbM to test the robustness of our method and
he r epr esentation ca pacity of the gener ated design space . Ha ving
oted that one of the k e y features of DbM is to permit shape ex-
r a polation, we compar e our r econstruction r esults a gainst the r e-
ults of an inter polation-onl y DbM (DbM-I) wher e all DbM weights
r e non-negativ e. In addition, we performed the same test on
hr ee conv entional 2D airfoil sha pe par ametrization methods:
ARSEC (Sobieczky, 1999 ), NURBS (Sc hr amm et al ., 1995 ), and the
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Figure 2: Application of DbM to 2D airfoils. Column 1 shows the baseline shapes. Column 2 depicts the elements of the collocation vectors of the 
baseline shapes plotted as a function of the index i of the collocation vector. Column 3 shows the weighted elements of the collocation vector plotted 
as a function of the index i of the collocation vector. Column 4 shows the resultant collocation vector of the morphed shape and the morphed shape 
itself. 

Figure 3: Conditioning for intersection r emov al. (a) Intersections are 
detected; (b) A blown-up image of one intersection, with the shape 
coordinates direction depicted by arrows; (c) Intersection r emov ed by 
flipping the vector between the intersection; (d) The ‘zero-area’ removed 
by linear interpolation and then smoothed over, as shown by hatted 
y-coordinates. 

F igure 4: Tw enty-fiv e baseline airfoil sha pes c hosen fr om the UIUC 

database (Selig, 2022 ). See Appendix B for further details. 
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ic ks-Henne a ppr oac h (Hic ks & Henne , 1978 ). T hese tests were
eant to answer the following questions: 

� How m uc h does the extr a polation expand the design space? 

Extr a polation is undoubtedly better at creating a wider de-
ign sear ch space. Ho w ever, w e shall focus on how quantitatively
he search space is broadened by extr a polation, so as to con-
rm whether this feature genuinely distinguishes DbM from other
eneric a ppr oac hes. 

� Is DbM comparable to conventional airfoil shape
parametrization methods in terms of sha pe r econstruc-
tion? 

It should be noted that we selected the baseline airfoil shapes
or DbM solely based on the qualitative principle of ensuring di-
ersity and intentionally avoided the use of a selection method
hat r equir es a known, ric h design database in adv ance. We shall
emonstrate that the answer to the above question is still positive,
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Figure 5: Geometric demonstration of MAE between target and 
reconstructed airfoil surfaces. 

 

 

 

 

F igure 6: P er centa ge of airfoils r econstructed within the MAE toler ance 
of 0.5% using DbM, compared to those from DbM only with interpolation 
(DbM-I) and three airfoil shape parametrization methods (see Table 1 ). 
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e v en though DbM is not a design method specifically for airfoils,
unlike the methods that the DbM is compared with. 

For all of the 1620 airfoils in the UIUC database (Selig, 2022 ),
we obtained the closest r epr esentation of eac h tar get sha pe by 
running a global optimization of the input design parameters that 
minimizes mean absolute error (MAE) between the target and the 
reconstructed airfoil surfaces. A geometric demonstration of MAE 
is provided in Fig. 5 . Using the functional expression of an airfoil 
y ( x i ) = y i (0 ≤ i ≤ F ), as introduced in Fig. 1 a, 

MAE (t arget , reconst ruct ed ) = 

2 
F 

∫ F 

0 
y er r or 

i d i , (2) 

where y er r or 
i ≡ | y r econstr ucted 

i − y target 
i | . When we express the error in 

percentage terms , i.e ., (MAE × 100)%, we emphasize that the error 
is described as a proportion of the area difference to the square of 
the chord length, as all airfoil sha pes ar e normalized to maintain 

a unit chord length. The factor of 2 in equation ( 2 ) is present for 
this reason. 

To obtain the closest r epr esentation, we utilized a MATLAB- 
based single-objective GA: ga . The population size is set to 100,
and the maximum number of generations is set to 500. The lo w er 
bound for MAE was set to 1.44 × 10 −3 (or 0.144%) from equation ( 2 ) 
for a chord length of 1, in accordance with the lower limit of 
Kulfan’s typical wind-tunnel tolerance (Kulfan & Bussoletti, 2006 ; 
Masters et al ., 2017 ). To ensure a fair comparison, all the airfoil 
parametrization methods tested underwent the same optimiza- 
tion scheme for shape reconstruction, with similar numbers of 
design parameters (e.g., 25 design parameters for the DbM) ex- 
cept for PARSEC, which has fixed design parameters. In general,
the fidelity of these design methods impr ov es as the number of 
design variables increases (Masters et al ., 2017 ). 

It is important to note that the objective of our reconstruction 

tests is to examine both the efficiency and the accuracy of a given 

parametrization method in the context of shape generation dur- 
ing the design pr ocess, whic h m ust be distinguished from the ac- 
curacy in surface fitting. NURBS, for instance, can achieve arbi- 
tr ary accur acy for sha pe fitting if a good initial guess of the pa- 
rameters is provided, but it may not be ideal for shape generation 

as the shape it constructs varies slowly during the optimization 

pr ocess. Accordingl y, all the r econstruction tests ar e initialized in 

a consistent manner to provide a meaningful comparison. In par- 
ticular, the initial population is set to contain a single parameter 
set that r epr esents the pr ofile of NACA 0012 with the r emaining 
sets r andoml y distributed. The r esults of the reconstruction tests 
can then be understood as the ability of a method to create var- 
ious shapes, including the common designs that have been col- 
lected in the UIUC database, pr ecisel y within a certain number 
of optimization generations. And the progressive improvement in 

the design space reconstruction can be observed as a function of 
the number of GA generations. 
Applying DbM for the reconstruction of the UIUC database, we
ound that 1618 of the 1620 airfoils of the entire UIUC database,
er e r econstructed with an MAE err or < 1%. Ev en for the two air-

oils with the highest error, the DbM reconstruction still resulted
n an MAE error of less than 1.5%. Figure 6 displays the percentage
f airfoils that were reconstructed within the tolerance of 0.5%
AE err or, with r espect to the total number of GA generations.
 comparison between DbM and DbM-I r e v eals that the extr a p-
lation feature of DbM significantly contributes to the impr ov ed
erformance of the method, suggesting that the extr a polation fea-
ure is indispensable for DbM. On the other hand, at the maximum
A gener ation, the total percenta ge of r econstructed airfoils with
n MAE error < 0.5% increases from 60% (DbM-I) to 98% (DbM). As
 r esult, DbM conv er ges faster than an y other conv entional a p-
r oac hes tested here. 

To provide better insight, we plot the reconstruction results 
f 10 airfoil shapes in Fig. 7 , which represent the less successful
econstruction attempts. In particular, we ranked the results 
ased on the unweighted av er a ge of all MAE err ors fr om the five
ested methods for each airfoil case and made the selections
t e v ery percentile bin fr om the worst. These 10 sha pes ar e
epicted in row-major order, from one in the 90 th percentile

HOR 20, av er a ge MAE 0.35%) to one in the 99 th percentile (FX
9-W-660A, av er a ge MAE 1.1%). Ev en these less successful results
ppear to reasonably reconstruct the target airfoil shapes. It is
orth paying attention to the worst case, FX 79-W-660A, which is
esigned for use on a thick rotor blade of a wind turbine and far
rom the typical streamlined airfoil shapes. DbM-I encountered a 
otable failure in this case because none of our chosen baseline
irfoil shapes for DbM were as thick as the target shape. As
 result, the reconstruction just ended up with the thickest
aseline airfoil shape, #23 (see Fig. 7 e). This specific example
nderscores the significance of the extrapolation feature of DbM,
hic h pr ovides the opportunity to explor e extr aordinary designs,

uch as much thicker airfoils in this case. We also observed that
URBS occasionall y pr oduced thorn-like local structur es (e.g., at

he leading edge of GOE 511 in Fig. 7 b), which resulted from the
ocally deforming nature of NURBS. These artifacts are normally 
 emov ed by fitting softwar e, suc h as FitCrv in Rhinoceros 3D, or by
anual handling of the control points by the designer. 
Another way DbM explicitly introduces novelty is by using 

ov el sha pes dir ectl y as baselines. Gener all y speaking, nov el de-
igns that contain unconventional features can be challenging to 
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Table 1: Airfoil shape parametrization methods for comparison. 

Method Design variables (DVs) # of DVs Remark 

PARSEC r up/lo 
le : Leading edge radii 

x up/lo , y up/lo : Crest coordinates 
y up/lo 

xx : Cr est curv atur es 
y te , t te : Trailing edge mid-position and thickness 
αte , βte : Trailing edge direction and wedge 

12 Fixed # of parameters 

NURBS x up/lo 
ct rl ,i , y 

up/lo 
ct rl ,i : Control point coordinates (i = 1 , · · · , 4) 

w 

up/lo 
i : Curve weights (i = 1 , · · · , 4) 

y up/lo 
te : Trailing edge positions 

26 Thir d-or der B-spline Ev enl y 
distributed knots 

Hicks-Henne w 

up/lo 
i : Bump widths (i = 1 , · · · , 6) 

m 

up/lo 
i : Bump magnitudes (i = 1 , · · · , 6) 

24 Base profile: NACA 0012 
Cosine-distributed bump points 

DbM (Present) w i : Morphing weights (i = 1 , · · · , 25) 25 See Fig. 4 for the baselines 

Figure 7: GA-based reconstruction of pre-existing airfoil shapes using different design parametrization methods, after 500 GA generations in total. 

Figure 8: Reconstruction of a deliber atel y “mirr or ed” airfoil sha pe. In 
contrast to convention, the blunt edge is at x = 1 and the sharp edge is 
at x = 0. PARSEC and the Hicks–Henne method, which implicitly define 
edge geometries, face challenges in reconstructing the mirrored edges. 
NURBS looks to perform well due to its better flexibility in adjusting 
curv atur es thr ough weights. DbM has no pr oblem because it can take 
such non-conforming shapes as baselines as needed. 
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Figure 9: Relative percentage of airfoils reconstructed within the MAE 
tolerance of 0.5% by DbM using a subset of the chosen baseline shapes 
(see Fig. 4 ) to those using all 25 baseline shapes at the maximum GA 

generation. All tests were done five times with five random subsets for 
eac h case. Err or bars indicate the standard de viation of the fiv e test 
results. 
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onstruct. For example, the ‘mirr or ed’ airfoil in our DbM base-
ine shapes (#19) is considered off-design by conventional airfoil
arametrization methods that prescribe fixed edge geometries for
he airfoil, such as relatively ‘blunt’ and ‘sharp’ edges at x = 0 and
 = 1, r espectiv el y. Figur e 8 displays the results of the GA-based
econstruction of the mirrored airfoil using the tested methods.
ARSEC and the Hicks–Henne approach, which implicitly define
dge geometries for airfoils, clearly struggle in reconstructing the
irr or ed edges. At x = 1, these methods still exhibit hints of

he sharp edge in their reconstructed shapes. On the other hand,
URBS performs well as it is more flexible in handling curv atur es

hr ough weight par ameters. Howe v er, although not consider ed in
his study, if one wishes to introduce a tentative higher-order fea-
ur e, suc h as a stepped wing (Lumsdaine et al ., 1974 ), NURBS may
 equir e a larger number of design parameters (i.e., more control
oints and weights). On the contrary, DbM would only require one
dditional design parameter (i.e., by adding it as a new baseline
hape) to introduce novelty regardless of the complexity of the
ew design. 

For the current study, we note here that we used 25 base-
ines based on the computational budget a vailable , and our study
hows that the number of baseline shapes was sufficient. How-
 v er, a smaller number of baseline shapes might ha ve pro ven to
e enough as well to this end. Fig. 9 presents a sensitivity study
f DbM in relation to the number of design variables (baseline
ha pes) used, wher e the conv er gence tr end confirms that 20–25
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Figure 10: General flowchart of airfoil optimization via DbM. 
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baseline sha pes ar e sufficient. Note that the current sensitivity 
study is restricted to the same baseline shape set in Fig. 4 . All tests 
wer e done fiv e times with fiv e r andom subsets for eac h case to 
consider sensitivity to the choice of baseline shapes within the 
subset. Future efforts will be directed to w ar d conducting addi- 
tional sensitivity analyses of DbM by varying the selection of the 
initial 25 baseline shapes themselves. 

Ov er all, we hav e shown that DbM is competitiv e a gainst con- 
ventional local parametrization methods despite being on the 
global end of the spectrum. In addition, DbM’s ability to gener- 
ate extraordinary designs through the extrapolation feature en- 
hances the chances of finding novel solutions that deviate from 

the inputs (baseline sha pes), whic h is important because the aero- 
dynamic performance of an airfoil can be non-intuitiv el y corr e- 
lated with geometric features of the airfoil. More importantly, DbM 

is not just a method for design parametrization, but rather, a uni- 
v ersal design str ategy for br oader design searc h. While we hav e 
compared DbM to airfoil shape parametrization methods in the 
context of airfoil optimization, DbM can be useful for any type of 
problem that aims to introduce more novelty in design search. 

3. Optimization Methodology 

Our airfoil optimization methodology is built around the DbM 

tec hnique intr oduced in Section 2. As shown by the flowchart 
in Fig. 10 , the optimization starts with the selection of the base- 
line shapes and then evaluates and optimizes the airfoils formed 

by morphing these baseline shapes using DbM. Our methodol- 
ogy does not r el y on a specific airfoil e v aluation tool or a specific 
optimizer, and discussions on their c hoices ar e pr ovided in Sec- 
tions 3.1 and 3.2, r espectiv el y. 

3.1 Airfoil e v alua tion 

Our optimization methodology is not limited to a specific airfoil 
performance anal yzer. An y r eliable CFD or experimental meth- 
ods can be used. For optimizing airfoil shapes using CFD-based 

solv ers, the e v aluation of the objectiv e functions (i.e., aer ody- 
namic properties) is typically divided into two categories: the full 
Reynolds-av er a ged Navier-Stokes (RANS) based a ppr oac h and 

the interacted viscous/inviscid zonal approach. The RANS-based 

a ppr oac h is computationall y expensiv e and demands a highl y 
efficient optimizer. To accommodate a large number of design 

v ariables, whic h is common in aerodynamic designs, a gradient- 
based optimizer coupled with adjoint methods for computing 
deri vati ves is deemed most feasible (Kenway & Martins 2016 ; 
e et al ., 2019 ; Piotrowski & Zingg 2022 ). On the other hand,
he viscous/inviscid zonal a ppr oac h, whic h combines separ ated
olutions for inviscid external flow and viscous shear layer flow
n an iter ativ e manner to form a continuous pr ofile, is faster and
ess expensive. 

Among a number of inviscid/viscous zonal airfoil analysis 
odes, XFOIL (Drela 1989 ) has been the most dominant and widely
dopted pr ogr am (Ronsten 1992 ; Giguèr e & Selig 1998 ; Jones et al .,
000 ; Mueller & DeLaurier 2003 ; Johnson et al ., 2005 ; Batten et al .,
006 ; Lafountain et al ., 2010 ; Ramanujam & Ozdemir 2017 ; Chen
 Ahmed 2020 ). It combines a vorticity panel method for exterior
ow with an integral boundary-layer method for viscous bound- 
ry layers and uses an e 9 -type amplification formulation to deter-
ine the transition point (Drela 1989 ). Its suitability for airfoil de-

igns has been demonstrated in the past liter atur e, wher e its pr e-
ictions of aerodynamic properties are found to be in good agree-
ent with both wind-tunnel experiment data (McGhee et al ., 1988 ;

elig et al ., 1995 ) and the RANS-based simulation results (Morgado
t al ., 2016 ). 

While our choice of the e v aluation tool is flexible, for this work,
e opt for XFOIL due to its acceptable accuracy under our flow

ondition and its low computation cost. Its widespread usage also
llows for quick reproduction of our optimization results. It is used
n a black-box manner so that any other commercial or in-house
irfoil analysis tools can be incorporated into our optimization 

r ame work if necessary. Our detailed airfoil e v aluation setup is
iven in Appendix B. 

.2 Optimization 

hen a set of solutions is given, the most optimal solution within
he set can be determined without difficulty for single-objective 
ptimization pr oblems, whic h is the case for most of the pr e vious
irfoil optimization studies (Tang et al ., 2020 ; Ashenafi et al ., 2022 ;
hen & Ahmed 2020 ). Ho w e v er, for m ulti-objectiv e optimization,
ultiple and potentially conflicting objectives must be consid- 

r ed sim ultaneousl y to determine the optimal answer in the so-
ution set (Miettinen 2004 ; Gunantara 2018 ). If the designer has
 quantitative ranking of the objectives, these objectives can be
ombined together to formulate a single-objective problem, but 
hen no such ranking exists, constructing a Pareto-front is the
ost common methodology (Barron & Barrett 1996 ; Das & Den-

is 1997 ; Chang 2008 ), which has applications in the design of
rc hitected materials (Ghac hi et al ., 2020 ; Vangelatos et al ., 2021 )
nd turbo-mac hinery (Sc hlieter & Długosz 2020 ; Xu et al ., 2021 ;
hehouri et al ., 2016 ; Rodrigues et al ., 2016 ; Wang et al ., 2011 ; Rao
t al ., 2007 ), process engineering (Nguyen 2021 ; Gao et al ., 2018 ;
ang et al ., 2020 ), shape design (Li et al ., 2020 ; Correia et al ., 2021 ;

iardiello et al ., 2020 ), and structural engineering (Fox et al ., 2019 ;
fshari et al ., 2019 ). 
We pose the m ulti-objectiv e optimization problem as 

w opt = argmax 
w ∈W 

( f ( w )) , (3) 

here f ( w ) = [ f 1 ( w ) , f 2 ( w ) , · · · , f K ( w )] . Here, f 1 , ···, f K are the K ob-
ectives to be maximized, and w is the design variable vector.
ener all y, w is a d -dimensional vector defined over a bounded
et W ⊂ R 

d r epr esenting d continuous variables. { w opt } is a set of
 ar eto-optimal solution vectors , i.e ., vectors that are not Pareto-
ominated by any other vectors. For the reader’s con venience , it is
oted that a design v ariable v ector ˆ w is P ar eto-dominated by an-
ther design variable vector ˜ w if f k ( ̂  w ) ≤ f k ( ̃  w ) for all k ∈ {1, ···, K }.
o obtain the P ar eto-fr ont, especiall y when objectives cannot be
eighted or when a non-convex black-box function is considered,
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Figur e 11: T he P ar eto-fr ont consisting of the optimal airfoil sha pes, 
r esulting fr om the NSGA-II 3000 gener ation runs . T he gr ey points ar e the 
whole e v aluation outcomes of the UIUC r efer ence database (Selig, 2022 ), 
with the DbM baseline cases in the present study highlighted as red 
hollo w cir cles with r espectiv e indices. See Appendix D for the clustering. 
Re chord = 1 × 10 6 . 
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volutionary or GAs are a natural choice (Wang et al ., 2020 ; Gao
t al ., 2000 ). In fact, these algorithms have been commonly imple-
ented in many previous aerodynamic optimization studies due

o their gr adient-fr ee natur e and wide searc h domain (Zhao et al .,
014 ; Skinner & Zare-Behtash 2018 ; Rahmad et al ., 2020 ; Akram
 Kim 2021 ). An alternate choice is the Bayesian optimization
ethod, which has been proven to be efficient when the cost func-

ions ar e expensiv e to compute (e.g., when using experiments or
FD as an e v aluation tool; Sheikh & Marcus 2022 ). 

Our study considers a bi-objective ( K = 2) 2D airfoil shape op-
imization. In particular, we optimize the shape of a subsonic air-
oil operating in an incompressible flow with Re ≡ Uc / ν of 1 × 10 6 ,
here U and ν are the free-stream flow speed and fluid kinematic
iscosity, r espectiv el y, and c is the airfoil chord length. The param-
ter to be optimized is the morphing weight vector for the DbM
echnique, defined as: 

w ≡ (w 1 , · · · , w 25 ) ∈ D 

25 , (4) 

here D = [ −1 , 1] ⊂ R and w i ( i = 1, 2, ···, 25) is the weight ap-
lied to the i th baseline shape . T he design objectiv es ar e the
axim um lift-dr a g r atio ov er all possible angles of attack α, i.e.,

f 1 ( w ) = CLD max ( w ) , and the difference between the stall angle αs 

nd the angle where the maximum lift-drag ratio occurs , i.e .,
f 2 ( w ) = �α( w ) , often called the stall angle tolerance . T his partic-
lar combination of design objectives has applications in the de-
ign of vertical-axis wind turbines (Sheikh & Marcus 2019 ), and
he precise definitions of these design objectives are explained in
ppendix A. Both objectives are evaluated using XFOIL, which is
fficient enough to be used with the GA. 

We use a MATLAB-based variant of the popular NSGA-II al-
orithm gamultiobj (Deb et al ., 2002 ), which is a controlled, elitist
A. Its practical employment can be found in Keane & Voutchkov
 2020 ) for the purpose of airfoil design optimization, as in the case
ith ours. Our initial population consists of the single-objective
ptim ums of eac h design tar get and r andom samples in the de-
ign space. A population size of 372 is used with a total of 3000 GA
ener ations. Within eac h gener ation, solutions ar e activ el y r anked
o maintain diversity and prevent over cro wding in the Pareto-
ptimal solution set. Our setup was tested using the commonly
sed set of ‘ ZDT ’ benchmark problems for multi-objective prob-

ems, as suggested by Zitzler et al ., ( 2000 ). The test problems and
 alidation r esults ar e detailed in Appendix C. 

. Results 

 P ar eto-fr ont on the �α - CLD max objective plane resulting from
 total of 3000 generations of the GA runs is depicted in Fig. 11 .
ee Appendix C for ho w w e validated the maximum generation
umber. T he con v er gence of the fr ont is confirmed by the lar ge
umber of generations with a population size of 372, involving
round 1.1 million XFOIL evaluations of CLD max and �α. Without
uplicates, a set of 80 P ar eto-optimal airfoil shapes was obtained
ia DbM from the 25 chosen baseline shapes. For comparison, the
hole UIUC database (Selig, 2022 ), as well as the baseline cases,
r e e v aluated and plotted in Fig. 11 together. It is noted that base-
ine #19 has zero CLD max and �α because it is intentionally mir-
 or ed, and XFOIL failed to e v aluate its aer odynamic performance.

e assigned zero values to cases of failure like this because they
 epr esented airfoil geometries found to be aer odynamicall y unvi-
ble in the XFOIL space . T he GA optimization successfully devel-
ped the P ar eto-fr ont, with two ends at ( CLD max , �α) = (30.63, 40 ◦)
nd ( CLD max , �α) = (264.17, 11 ◦). Even in the largest maximum lift-
r a g r atio case, the angle of attac k ga p between the stall and de-
ign point is 11 ◦, providing the airfoil with a decent tolerant range
or off-design operations. 

The P ar eto-fr ont is divided into thr ee differ ent clusters, eac h
onstituting a segment of the front that does not overlap with the
thers. It is worth noting that the non-ov erla pping division of the
ront is a result of clustering through Principal Component Anal-
sis (PCA) rather than being manually assigned. The details of the
lustering are provided in Appendix D. 

Fig. 12 depicts nine r epr esentativ e optimal airfoil shapes on the
 ar eto-fr ont, arr anged in ascending order of CLD max . From each
luster, thr ee airfoil sha pes with distinct objectiv e function v al-
es have been selected for r epr esentation. Also, note that Fig. 12 a
hows the extreme case of the smallest CLD max and largest �α,
hile Fig. 12 i depicts the opposite extreme of the largest CLD max 

nd smallest �α. It can be seen that within each cluster, the over-
ll sha pe r emains unc hanged, with onl y a gr adual decr ease in
irfoil thickness as CLD max increases. Since thin airfoils such as
ird-like airfoils (Ananda & Selig, 2018 ), e.g., #13 and #14 of the
aseline sha pes, ar e known for their high CLD performance, the
rend of airfoil thickness observed in the Pareto-front appears to
e reasonable. 

Cluster 1, made up of 48 optimal airfoil sha pes, r esembles the
otal mean of the P ar eto-fr ont, whic h is the av er a ge of all air-
oil shapes on the Pareto-front (see Fig. 14 a). This makes sense
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Figure 12: Nine r epr esentativ e P ar eto-optimal airfoil sha pes. (a)–(c) ar e in cluster 1, (d)–(f) ar e in cluster 2, and (g)–(i) ar e in cluster 3. See Appendix D 

for the clustering. 
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as the y mak e up the majority of airfoil shapes located on the 
fr ont. Mor eov er, this cluster is located near the origin in the PCA- 
projected weight space (see Fig. D1 in Appendix D), indicating that 
no radical morphing of the airfoil shape took place from the mean 

shape. 
Next, cluster 2 contains 24 optimal airfoil sha pes. Compar ed to 

those in cluster 1, the most distinguishing feature is their narrow 

trailing edge regions, which are typically favorable for increasing 
lift. Ho w e v er, these airfoils are not greatly different from the origin 

in the PCA-projected weight space and are close to the total mean 

P ar eto-fr ont. 
Finally, eight optimal airfoil shapes are found in cluster 3 

from the optimization. This cluster includes the airfoil shapes 
experiencing mor e dr astic mor phing than the other clusters.
This is manifested by the fact that they are the thinnest air- 
foils where the leading edge region’s thickness also becomes 
narrow. 

The mean weight distributions with respect to 25 original base- 
line shapes are shown in Fig. 13 . Overall, the weight distributions 
of the three clusters conform to the weight distribution of the 
total mean. It turned out that baseline shape #13 (model name: 
AS6097) was commonly the most significant for morphing. Since 
this baseline shape has the best in CLD max and the second best 
in �α among the 25 baseline shapes (see Fig. 11 ), it was likely to 
persist in the GA runs over generations against the selection pres- 
sur e that onl y sorts out dominant individuals in terms of both 

CLD max and �α. Ho w e v er, excellence in the objectiv es of an indi- 
vidual baseline shape does not necessarily guarantee its survival,
which is the case for the globally best baseline shape #6 (model 
name: AH 79-100C). An individual’s superior ‘phenotype’ may be 
no longer r e v ealed or e v en suppr essed after the mor phing is done 
and all ‘genes’ are mixed up. In the same sense, inferiority in the 
objectives of an individual does not necessarily result in elimina- 
tion, as demonstrated by the ‘mirrored’ baseline #19. 
As discussed from the examination of the morphed airfoil 
hapes, both cluster 1 and 2 show no significant differences from
he total mean P ar eto-fr ont. Thr ough small shape variations in
ha pe fr om the total mean P ar eto-fr ont, as seen in Fig. 14 a, r eac h-
ng these optima would be r elativ el y easy. In contrast, cluster 3
as a number of weights that are quite different from the mean

e.g., #6 and #11) and substantial morphing would be r equir ed if
ne starts with the total mean airfoil shape. 

In the context of the present study, each axis obtained by PCA
an be considered as a unique morphed airfoil shape because the
5 PCA coefficient vectors defined in the weight space D 

25 are or-
hogonal to each other. These 25 new morphed airfoils span the
ntire design space and therefore can serve as alternative baseline
hapes in lieu of the original ones. More importantly, the domi-
ance of the first two PCA axes with respect to the data point vari-
nce, accounting for 95% of the total variance explained, suggests
hat the major geometric features of the 208 airfoil shapes we
ound through optimization are virtually generated by the mor- 
hing of these two new airfoils. A small variance of a PCA axis

ndicates that the data points are not significantly deviated from
heir mean on the axis. In other w or ds, the baseline shape corre-
ponding to this PCA axis has a marginal impact on morphing the
irfoil shape for optimization. 

Once we pick two baseline shapes from the first two domi-
ant PC A axes , whose associated collocation v ectors ar e denoted
s , e .g., P 1 and P 2 , and use them to morph the airfoil shape ob-
ained from the total mean of the Pareto-optimal weight vector
et, whic h corr esponds to the mean collocation vector P mean , we
ain a better understanding of how the mor phing, especiall y along
ach PC A axis , influences major geometric changes in the opti-
al airfoil shapes . T hese airfoil sha pes ar e depicted in Fig. 14 ,
her e the blac k and r ed surfaces ar e distinguished to emphasize

hat the y re present the first and second halves of the collocation
oints, r espectiv el y. For example, we note that the orientation of
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Figure 13: Mean weight distributions of the P ar eto-optimal airfoil shapes with respect to 25 baseline airfoil shapes. 

Figure 14: Morphed airfoil shapes generated by the optimal weight 
v ectors, r epr esenting (a) the total mean of all optimal airfoils’ weights, 
(b) the coefficients of the PCA axis having the most variance, and (c) the 
coefficients of the PCA axis having the second-most variance. The black 
and red surfaces correspond to the first and second half of the 
collocation points, r espectiv el y. 
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he two surfaces of P 1 is mirr or ed in comparison to that of P mean ,
eaning that the stronger the weight of PCA axis 1 in the positive

irection is, the narro w er the morphed airfoil shape gets. 
. Discussion 

ost sha pe par ametrization methods r el y upon the car eful selec-
ion of geometric constraints and par ameters, whic h determines
he likelihood of success . T he fidelity offered by such methods
ar gel y depends on the number of parameters chosen. Moreover,
hese designs are limited by parametric constraints and implicit
esigner bias, making it difficult to perform extr a polation or make
 adical global c hanges. Data-driv en methods typicall y r el y on the
ssumption that the optimum solutions are not far from the train-
ng data set, which again limits the ability to make radical shape
hanges. 

DbM, on the other hand, creates a design space that is not
nhibited by geometric constraints, enables extrapolation from
he design space, which is particularly useful for airfoil design,
nd is applicable to a wide range of engineering design prob-
ems. It does not suffer from the curse of dimensionality when
arameterizing airfoils by control points and allows for a high-
delity r epr esentation of airfoils without incr easing the num-
er of independent parameters in the problem. Using only 25
aseline sha pes fr om the UIUC database, w e w er e able to r ecr e-
te 99.87% of the UIUC database with an MAE error < 1%. We
lso sho w ed that extraor dinary and broad sear c hes ar e possi-
le using DbM. By a ppl ying it to the bi-objectiv e sha pe optimiza-
ion with the objectives of maximizing CLD max and �α, we could
c hie v e significant r esults compar ed to our baseline shapes. We
osit that for the design parametrization of airfoils as well as
ther 2D/3D shapes, DbM should be the pr eferr ed method for cr e-
ting an unconstrained, unbiased, and non-database-driven de-
ign space that allows for radical modifications, which can of-
en result in non-conforming shapes. In this paper, our qualita-
ive selection of 25 baseline sha pes adequatel y spanned the de-
ign space with tolerable error. Ho w ever, it w ould be possible that
 v en a smaller number of baseline shapes than 25 could suc-
essfully construct the design space if some of the current base-
ine shapes were redundant. To further understand DbM, our fu-
ure work will focus on performing sensitivity analysis of DbM on
he baseline shape selection and applying DbM for the design of
urbo-machinery. 
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6. Conclusions 

The DbM design strategy creates a design space that contains 
novel and radical 2D airfoils that are not constrained by geomet- 
ric parameters or designer bias. Optimization within the design 

space created, for the dual objectives of CLD max and �α, resulted 

in r emarkable impr ov ements in both objectiv es and pr ovided a 
P ar eto-fr ont of optimal airfoil designs . T he final airfoils sho w ed 

significant advancements compared to the input baseline shapes. 
Ov er all, in our optimization study with respect to the 2D air- 

foil optimization problem, DbM is a suitable method for design 

space creation. In addition, our methodology is highl y ada ptable 
and can be utilized for shape optimization of other fluid machin- 
ery. Our ongoing work includes the applications of DbM in con- 
junction with Bayesian optimization to 3D airfoil optimization and 

vertical-axis wind turbine optimization problems. 
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P : y -coordinate collocation vector of a morphed airfoil 
S : y -coordinate collocation vector of a baseline airfoil 
c : Airfoil chord length (m) 
d : Dr a g force of an airfoil per unit span (N m 

−1 ) 
l : Lift force of an airfoil per unit span (N m 

−1 ) 
U : Fr ee-str eam flow speed (m s −1 ) 
w : Design-b y-Morphing w eight factor 

Greek Letters 

α: Airfoil angle of attack ( ◦) 
αs : Airfoil stall angle ( ◦) 
�α: Stall angle tolerance, the range of α between the stall point 

and the maximum lift-drag ratio point ( ◦) 
ν: Fluid kinematic viscosity (m 

2 s −1 ) 
ρ: Fluid density (kg m 

−3 ) 

Dimensionless Groups 

Re: Re ynolds n umber based on airfoil chord length, Uc / ν
C d : Dr a g coefficient of an airfoil per unit span, 2 d /( ρU 

2 c ) 
C l : Lift coefficient of an airfoil per unit span, 2 l /( ρU 

2 c ) 
LD : Lift-dr a g r atio of an airfoil, C l / C d 

LD max : Maxim um lift-dr a g r atio of an airfoil, max αCLD ( α) 
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ppendix A. Aerodynamic Optimization 

bjectives 

irfoil optimization has become a common practice in aerody-
amic design problems that involve maximization of one or more
erformance parameters of airfoils. We mainly consider the fol-

o wing tw o performance par ameters: the lift-dr a g r atio and stall
ngle. Given the flow speed U , fluid density ρ, and airfoil chord
ength c , the lift and dr a g coefficients of an airfoil per unit span at
n angle of attack α, C l , and C d , are expressed as: 

C l ( α) ≡ l( α) 
1 
2 ρU 

2 c 
, C d ( α) ≡ d( α) 

1 
2 ρU 

2 c 
. (A1)

here l and d are lift and dr a g force per unit span, r espectiv el y,
oth of which change with respect to α. In this paper, these pa-
 ameters ar e pr edicted using XFOIL (Dr ela, 1989 ), a pr ogr am for
nalyzing a subsonic 2D airfoil, with varying α and then used for
ptimization. Based on C l and C d , the lift-dr a g r atio CLD is calcu-
ated as: 

CLD ( α) = 

C l ( α) 
C d ( α) 

. (A2)

n the other hand, we define the stall angle αs as an angle of
ttac k wher e C l r eac hes its first local maximum as the angle in-
r eases fr om 0 ◦, or: 

αs ≡ min 

α≥0 
α where ∃ δ > 0 such that 

C l (α) ≥ C l (x ) 
∀ x ∈ [ α − δ, α + δ] . (A3)

ote that this definition is more conservative than the typical def-
nition of stalling, where the flow at the r ear r eg ion beg ins to fully
eparate and C l is globally maximized. αs is occasionally smaller
han the global maximum of C l . Nonetheless, this a ppr oac h helps
 void o v er estimation of the stall angle, whic h is expected to oc-
ur in XFOIL due to the nature of its flow solver having a limited
ccuracy in stall and post-stall conditions. 

CLD and αs have been typically considered to be significant in
 har acterizing airfoil performance. For example, when it comes
o lift-type wind turbines, the point where CLD is maximized is of-
en chosen as the design point. Ho w ever, since wind turbines can-
ot always operate under design conditions, αs needs to be addi-
ionall y consider ed to e v aluate how far they run under increasing
ift conditions. For well-designed airfoils, αs gener all y occurs later
han the design point, which yields oper ational toler ance beyond
he design point. Consequently, the stall angle tolerance �α, i.e.,
he range between these two angles of attac k, expr essed as 

�α ≡ max 
(

0 , αs − argmax 
α∈ R 

CLD (α) 
)

, (A4)

an be a proper choice to evaluate the off-design performance (Li
t al ., 2013 ). Fig. A1 depicts a sc hematic dia gr am of how CLD and
α are determined on airfoil performance curves. 

ppendix B. Baseline Airfoil Shapes and 

v alua tion 

ur optimization methodology does not r el y on one specific air-
oil e v aluation tool. To compare our results with pr e vious liter a-
ure and help future researchers quickly reproduce our results,
e used XFOIL (Drela, 1989 ) in the present study. The two design
bjectives, CLD max and �α, are obtained from the C l and C d data
alculated by the XFOIL at different angles of attack (see Fig. A1 ).
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Figure A1: Schematic diagram of airfoil performance curves. 

For impr ov ed efficienc y and consistenc y, w e used XFOIL to gen- 
erate performance data and did not r el y on any of its built-in pan- 
eling features . T he conditioning and re-paneling of the morphed 

airfoil coordinates are custom-built at the end of our DbM algo- 
rithm, transforming the coordinates into 200 or 250 vortex panels 
with a r elativ el y higher concentr ation wher e the curv atur e is high.
To reduce evaluation time, we first performed a rough scan with 

an α increment of 1 ◦ to estimate the range determining �α, and 

then finer scans for CLD max and �α separ atel y with an α incre- 
ment of 0.25 ◦ within and around the estimated range of �α from 

the initial rough scan. 
It is worth noting that XFOIL uses a global Newton’s method 

(Dr ela, 1989 ) to solv e the boundary layer and transition equa- 
tions sim ultaneousl y and uses the solution from the pr e vious an- 
gle of attack as a starting guess. As a result, ill-conditioned airfoil 
coordinates and the occurrence of flow separation can both lead 

to non-conv er gence of the XFOIL e v aluation. To ensur e the r obust- 
ness and correctness of our airfoil e v aluation, our XFOIL wr a pper 
attempts to r eac h conv er gence by r estarting the r oot-finding with 

a fresh starting guess and gr aduall y incr easing the number of pan- 
els. If both attempts fail, the wr a pper will c hec k conv er gence at 
neighboring points, which will indicate whether flow separation 

occurs or not. Besides non-conv er gence, we further v erify the cor- 
r ectness of Ne wton’s method by comparing the calculated viscous 
and inviscid dr a g coefficients. The latter is determined pur el y by 
the potential flow theorem and has to be smaller than its viscous 
counterpart due to its neglect of the friction (viscous effect). Any 
angles with incorrect results will undergo the same treatment as 
non-conv er ging ones, hence ensuring the correctness of our airfoil 
performance e v aluation. A comparison between our XFOIL e v al- 
ame flow conditions is provided in Table B1 . 

ppendix C. Optimization Test Functions 

nd Validation 

e used the m ulti-objectiv e pr oblems suggested by Zitzler et al .,
 2000 ) to test our GA setup. The details of the test functions are
iven in Table C1 . All the test functions are aimed to be minimized
ith 25 variables in the given design space. 
MATLAB’s NSGA-II GA, a fast sorting and elitist m ulti-objectiv e

A, was used for practical implementation. Initialization was per- 
ormed through single-objective optimization for each objective 
nd random sampling. A population size of 372 was used, with
 total of 3000 maximum generations . T he ‘phenotype’ crowding
istance metric was used. This setup was validated on the test
unctions described abo ve . All the pr oblems wer e benc hmarked
ith 25 variables ( d = 25) and two objective functions ( K = 2), as
ith the present airfoil optimization problem. The results of our

etup on these four benc hmark pr oblems ar e shown in Fig. C1 .
he algorithm could accur atel y ca ptur e ZDT 1, ZDT 2, and ZDT 4
nd predict ZDT 6, which is the most complicated due to its non-
onvex and non-uniform properties, reasonably well. 

ppendix D. Airfoil Shape Clustering 

o analyze the characteristics of the optimized airfoil shapes in
etail, the airfoil shapes on the P ar eto-fr ont wer e classified into
hree clusters using k -means clustering based on the Euclidean
istance with k = 3. The clustering was performed in the design
ariable space, or weight space, of D 

25 rather than in the objective
lane because the purpose of clustering was to identify common 

eometric features over different airfoil shapes as a result of the
ptimization. The selection of the cluster size was based on the
CA of the optimal weight vector set. 

It should be noted here that the baseline shapes chosen might
e linearly dependent. The distances in the PCA weight space, thus
ight not be rigorous as a morphed shape on the Pareto-front
ay be r epr esented by another set of w eights. Ho w e v er, this PCA

nalysis was used only to identify if qualitative classes within the
 ar eto-fr ont could be found and clustered together and to glean
ome additional insights from our Pareto-front results. 

Fig. D1 shows the projection of the 25D weight vector set to
he 2D subspace spanned by the 2 PC A axes ha ving the first- and
econd-most variance . T he explained v ariance r atios of PCA axes
 and 2 are 80.7% and 14.0%, r espectiv el y. On the other hand, the
CA axis of the third-most variance only accounts for 1.7% of the
ariance, affirming that the 2D projection in Fig. D1 adequately
catters the clusters. Based on this observation, k = 3 was chosen
o be the most a ppr opriate cluster size. 
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Table B1: T he model names , features , shape outlines , and XFOIL e v aluation r esults of the 25 baseline shapes used by DbM in this paper. 
The coordinates of the baseline sha pes ar e obtained from the UIUC airfoil coordinates database (Selig 2022 ). The airfoil e v aluation r esults 
are obtained for an incompressible flow with a chord Reynold number of 1 × 10 6 . The r efer ence e v aluation r esults ar e inter polated fr om 

the online XFOIL database (air, 2022 ); N/A indicates that no data are a vailable . 

Index Model name Series (Features) Airfoil shape Reference Present 

CLD max �α CLD max �α

1 NACA 0012 NACA (4-digit) 75 .6 8 .50 69 .3 6 .75 

2 NACA 2412 NACA (4-digit) 101 .4 12 .00 99 .5 12 .00 

3 NACA 4412 NACA (4-digit) 129 .4 1 .75 126 .2 11 .50 
4 E 205 Eppler 128 .3 8 .50 124 .4 10 .50 

5 AH 81-K-144 W-F Klappe Althaus 89 .7 2 .00 91 .6 2 .00 

6 AH 79-100 C Althaus 183 .0 14 .75 170 .6 15 .50 

7 AH 79-K-143/18 Althaus 110 .9 1 .50 107 .0 1 .50 

8 AH 94-W-301 Althaus 103 .0 4 .00 101 .4 2 .75 

9 NACA 23112 NACA (5-digit) 98 .6 6 .75 96 .9 8 .00 

10 NACA 64(2)-415 NACA (6-digit) 120 .6 12 .50 113 .8 13 .00 

11 NACA 747(A)-315 NACA (7-digit) 111 .5 12 .00 105 .8 13 .00 

12 Griffith 30% Suction Griffith (Suction) 17 .3 0 .00 17 .9 0 .00 
13 AS 6097 Selig (Bird-like) N/A N/A 171 .2 14 .00 
14 E 379 Eppler (Bird-like) N/A N/A 160 .0 2 .00 

15 Clark YS Clark 85 .7 5 .25 82 .3 5 .75 

16 Clark W Clark 116 .1 11 .00 114 .8 11 .00 

17 Clark Y Clark 114 .8 11 .75 113 .7 12 .75 

18 Chen Chen 125 .4 0 .00 126 .7 0 .00 

19 S2027 Mirr or ed Selig (Mirr or ed) N/A N/A 0 .00 0 .00 
20 GOE 417A Gottingen (Thin plate) 86 .7 5 .25 90 .4 5 .25 

21 GOE 611 Gottingen (Flat bottom) 125 .6 9 .00 129 .7 9 .00 

22 Dr a gonfly Canard Dr a gonfly 144 .6 2 .50 147 .5 3 .00 

23 FX 79-W-470A Wortmann (Fat) N/A N/A 23 .9 9 .25 

24 Sikorsky DBLN-526 Sikorsky (Fat) 53 .3 4 .75 51 .5 4 .25 

25 FX 82-512 Wortmann 99 .1 14 .75 98 .7 13 .00 

Table C1: Benchmark test functions. All of the test functions are bi-objective with extended to n -dimensional constrained search space. 

Problem Bounds Objecti v e functions Optima Note 

ZDT 1 w i ∈ [0 , 1] , 
i = 1 , . . . , n 

f 1 ( w ) = w 1 

f 2 ( w ) = g( w ) 
[
1 − ( f 1 ( w ) /g( w )) 1 / 2 

]
g( w ) = 1 + 9 

(∑ n 
i =2 w i 

)
/ (n − 1) 

w 1 ∈ [0 , 1] 
w i = 0 , 

i = 2 , . . . , n 

convex 

ZDT 2 w i ∈ [0 , 1] , 
i = 1 , . . . , n 

f 1 ( w ) = w 1 

f 2 ( w ) = g( w ) 
[
1 − ( f 1 ( w ) /g( w )) 2 

]
g( w ) = 1 + 9 

(∑ n 
i =2 w i 

)
/ (n − 1) 

w 1 ∈ [0 , 1] 
w i = 0 , 

i = 2 , . . . , n 

non-convex 

ZDT 4 w 1 ∈ [0 , 1] 
w i ∈ [ −5 , 5] , 

i = 2 , . . . , n 

f 1 ( w ) = w 1 

f 2 ( w ) = g( w ) 
[
1 − ( f 1 ( w ) /g( w )) 1 / 2 

]
g( w ) = 10 n + 

∑ n 
i =2 

(
w 

2 
i − 10 cos (4 πw i ) 

) − 9 

w 1 ∈ [0 , 1] 
w i = 0 , 

i = 2 , . . . , n 

non-convex 

ZDT 6 w i ∈ [0 , 1] , 
i = 1 , . . . , n 

f 1 ( w ) = 1 − exp ( −4 w 1 ) sin 6 ( 6 πw 1 ) 
f 2 ( w ) = g( w ) 

[
1 − ( f 1 ( w ) /g( w )) 2 

]
g( w ) = 1 + 9 

[(∑ n 
i =2 w i 

)
/ (n − 1) 

]1 / 4 

w 1 ∈ [0 , 1] 
w i = 0 , 

i = 2 , . . . , n 

non-convex, 
non-uniform 
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Figure C1: Multi-objective optimization of benchmark test functions 
using GA. 

Figure D1: Projection of the 25D optimal weight vectors to the 2D 

subspace spanned by 2 PCA axes of the dominant variance. k -means 
clustering with a cluster size of 3 is used to identify the clusters. 
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